ODP VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

SECTION DESCRIPTION

0 - 2 cm clayey diatom ooze
2 - 10 cm silty clay
10 - 20 cm clayey diatom ooze
20 - 54 cm silty clay

Distribution - finely bioturbated throughout. Bimodal (Planolites, Chondrites) now visible in clayey layers. Bimodal between 40 - 50 cm.
54 - 75 cm Light grey
75 cm - 95 cm grey clay
95 cm sharp boundary
100 - 102 cm sandy concentration (sandy tuff?; cm2 - cm3/subrounded, red/brown, fine angular, flaky feldspar, olivine, sand
113 cm gradual boundary
125+ ash streak